Although initial studies suggested that Denisovan ancestry was found only in modern 2 human populations from island Southeast Asia and Oceania, more recent studies have 3 suggested that Denisovan ancestry may be more widespread. However, the 4 geographic extent of Denisovan ancestry has not been determined, and moreover the 5 relationship between the Denisovan ancestry in Oceania and that elsewhere has not 6 been studied. Here we analyze genome-wide SNP data from 2493 individuals from 7 221 worldwide populations, and show that there is a widespread signal of a very low 8 level of Denisovan ancestry across Eastern Eurasian and Native American (EE/NA) 9 populations. We also verify a higher level of Denisovan ancestry in Oceania than that 10 in EE/NA; the Denisovan ancestry in Oceania is correlated with the amount of New 11 Guinea ancestry, but not the amount of Australian ancestry, indicating that recent 12 gene flow from New Guinea likely accounts for signals of Denisovan ancestry across 13 Oceania. However, Denisovan ancestry in EE/NA populations is equally correlated 14 with their New Guinea or their Australian ancestry, suggesting a common source for 15 the Denisovan ancestry in EE/NA and Oceanian populations. Our results suggest that 16 Denisovan ancestry in EE/NA is derived either from common ancestry with, or gene 17 flow from, the common ancestor of New Guineans and Australians, indicating a more 18 complex history involving East Eurasians and Oceanians than previously suspected.
Han Chinese from East Asia and a Karitiana from South America (5). Moreover, it 1 appears that a genetic adaptation to high altitude in the Tibetan Plateau occurred via 2 introgression from a Denisovan-related population into ancestral Tibetans (6). Overall, 3 these results suggest that Denisovan ancestry is not limited to populations from island 4 Southeast Asia and Oceania, as originally thought. However, only a few populations 5 have been systematically evaluated for signals of Denisovan ancestry; it is not clear if 6 a very low level of Denisovan ancestry is geographically widespread, or rather limited 7 to only a few populations outside of island Southeast Asia and Oceania. An additional 8 question of interest is whether the Denisovan ancestry in these other populations 9 reflects the same admixture event that contributed Denisovan ancestry to island 10 Southeast Asian and Oceanian populations, or a different admixture event.
11
To address these and other questions related to Denisovan ancestry in human 12 populations, we here present a systematic investigation of Denisovan introgression in 13 Eastern Eurasia (defined here to include South Asia, East Asia, Southeast Asia, PCA is a descriptive analysis that is useful for indicating potential admixture events, 1 but cannot be used to prove that admixture occurred. We therefore applied formal 2 tests to document potential admixture between archaic hominins and modern humans. 3 Since EE/NA populations have on average inherited more archaic ancestry than West 4 Eurasian populations (7), we computed ! statistics (8, 10) Neanderthal alleles than West Eurasians and additionally share a small amount of 1 Denisovan alleles. This procedure was repeated using different African populations in 2 the ! statistics and similar results were obtained ( Fig. S4 ).
3
Denisovan ancestry in Oceanians 4
Denisovan ancestry in Oceanians has been documented previously (1-3). To verify 5 and extend these previous results, we analyzed a larger set of Oceanian populations 6 that were genotyped on a different platform, and also utilized the high-coverage 7 archaic genomes (3, 5).
8
Following previous methods (8, 11), we used a ratio of ! statistics to estimate 9 the admixture proportion of Denisovans ( ! ( )) in Oceanians (see SI). Since The highest ! ( ) value is observed in Australians and New Guineans 2 (0.034±0.002 and 0.034±0.005 respectively) ( Fig. 3A) , which is consistent with 3 previous results (2) and suggests Denisovan introgression into the common ancestor 4 of Australians and New Guineans. We also observed high amounts (>3%) of 5
Denisovan ancestry in Bougainville, as observed previously (2), and in Santa Cruz, a ancestry ranging from 0.9-3%.
12
It was shown previously that Denisovan ancestry in Oceanian groups (other than 13 Australia and New Guinea), as well as in eastern Indonesia, was likely to be an 14 indirect consequence of admixture with New Guineans, as the Denisovan ancestry in 15 these other Oceanian and eastern Indonesian groups is proportional to their New
16
Guinea ancestry (2). We observe a similar correlation for the 17 Oceanian populations 17 (excluding Australia and New Guinea) in the present study ( Fig. 3B ). However, given 18 that Australia and New Guinea share common ancestry, it is possible that the 19 Denisovan ancestry in these Oceanian populations was contributed by admixture from 20 Australia or from the ancestral Australia-New Guinea population, rather than directly 21 from New Guinea; these possibilities were not examined in previous studies. We 22 evaluated these alternative possibilities by the statistic 1 ! ( , ; , ), and found that Oceanians share significantly 2 more alleles with New Guineans than with Australians (Table S5) occurred in a population that was ancestral specifically to Mamanwa, Australians, and 5 New Guineans (as suggested previously (2)), followed by a back-migration from New 6 Guinea to mainland East Asia. This putative back-migration would then have spread 7 both New Guinea and Denisovan ancestry throughout East Asia and Siberia, and 8 ultimately to the Americas. To distinguish between these two scenarios, we repeated 9 the previous analysis but substituted Australians for New Guineans, comparing the 10 archaic admixture in EE/NA populations (as a fraction of that in Australians) to the 11 statistic ! ( , ; ℎ, ). The results are virtually identical to 12 those obtained with New Guineans as the comparison (Fig. 5C, 5D ). Moreover,
13
whereas Oceanian populations are more closely related to New Guineans than to 14 Australians, EE/NA populations are equally related to Australians and New Guineans 15 (Table S5 ). These results indicate that the archaic ancestry in EE/NA populations is 16 shared with the common ancestor of Australians and New Guineans, and hence 17 reflects the same admixture event.
18
Discussion

19
Our analyses demonstrate that, in addition to being prevalent in Oceanian populations,
20
Denisovan introgression is present in East Eurasian and Native American populations, 21 even though the amount of Denisovan alleles in these latter populations is relatively small. These results thus confirm and extend previous studies suggesting Denisovan 1 ancestry outside of Oceania (4-6). In particular, as found previously (2), Denisovan 2 ancestry in Oceania is highly correlated with New Guinea ancestry. This suggests that 3 these populations have either shared ancestry or contact with New Guinea that is more 4 recent than the Denisovan admixture event. However, previous studies did not 5 exclude the possibility that more ancient shared ancestry with New Guinean (after the (Table S5) .
16
Our results also show a consistent signal of a low-level of Denisovan ancestry 17 outside of Oceania, in populations of East Eurasia and the Americas. Although this 18 signal does not reach significance in all populations (Fig. 4) we also are not aware of any evidence that would disprove such a back-migration.
4
It thus seems that at present these two scenarios are equally plausible 5 explanations for our results. In any event, the inescapable conclusion is that 6 Denisovan ancestry is more widespread in modern human populations than thought 7 previously to be the case, and moreover human genetic history must consequently 8 also be more complicated than previously believed. Mapping the segments of 9
Denisovan ancestry in modern human populations, as has been done for Neanderthal 10 ancestry (5, 16, 17) , should provide more insights into the history and consequences 11 of the interactions between Denisovans and modern humans. 
